»Donations to INCOG MAN

To help defray whatever expenses involved with my site, I’ve set up a secure Paypal account
where you can make a small donation (whatever you can afford). Don’t worry if you can’t —
just as long as you are Pro-White, you’re cool with me already.
If you can afford $5 or $10, I’d appreciate it. If you blow it off, thanks a lot, pal.
Click on the Paypal button below and put a little something on your Paypal account or credit
card. I never get any personal information — I just want the dough for coffee and cigarettes.

If you would like to put in some artwork over on the left to give exposure to your own site,
you can do up some artwork and I’ll put it in here. Just make a comment down below with
your contact info and I’ll put it into the moderation que so only you and I see it (unless you
change your IP address). Always go to this page here to make comments pertaining to your
donation.
Put in a LINK to your final JPEG or GIF file art (exact size if possible). You go to Paypal to
make your donation. Look for the “purpose” field there and put what it’s for. Come back
in a day or so to see it.
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Don’t forget to paste in your website address into your comment down below so I can also
include it with the artwork (visitors will click on it and bounce directly to your site).
ALL ARTWORK WILL HAVE ACTIVE LINKS FOR FREE! That’s really not a big deal,
even though some sites act like it is. Let me know if your site’s address changes.
I’m thinking just a couple of dollars a month for 6 months, with a one time donation
(you make the Paypal transaction above). Sizes and suggested rates follow. Use the
“purpose” field so I know it’s for your artwork. You can donate more at the end of 6 months
to continue.
Once I have the artwork and verified your Paypal transaction (a day or two), I’ll put it in and
then schedule it to run automatically for 6 months from that day. The artwork position is
first come, first served.

Reach 100,000 plus pairs of eyes every
month:
Large size: 225 pixels wide by 350 pixels deep (deep vertical): $25 for 6 months.
Medium size: 225 pixels wide by 250 pixels deep (verticle rectangle): $20 for 6
months.
Small size: 225 pixels wide by 225 pixels deep (square): $15 for 6 months.
List size: 225 pixels wide by 100 pixels deep (horizontal rectangle): $10 for 6
months.
If needed, I will resize any art to fit these dimensions (I’ll give you leeway on vertical depth),
but it’s best if you do it yourself to make sure it looks OK (pay attention to readable font
sizes). I can create pretty good looking original art if you’re willing to pony up a little more
for my time.
I promise to only spend the money on this site, ammunition, coffee, cigarettes, maybe some
beer and donations to other Pro-White groups. If you enjoy my site, please take a minute to
contribute a little something, something.
* My old blog at WordPress was taken down for scurrilous reasons by sneaky Jews. Right
now, this site is separate from WP (although I use their PD software), is on protected
servers and guarded by pro-White people, but I cannot guarantee the Feds or the Jews won’t
find a way to censor me.
Get seen on the most pro-White, UN PC, truth site on the net!
Share:
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